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Additional and Very Important Use for
ACSR
By this time you have seen hundreds of pictures of the total devastation caused by Hurricane
Sandy on the East Coast of the United States. Entire coast lines have been reshaped. Houses
were swept away. Hundreds of powers lines were destroyed and millions of people were without power.
Our hearts and prayers go out to all that were affected by this terrible storm.
However, there is always some positive that comes from tragic events. People bond together
to help their neighbors, random acts of kindness spring up before your eyes and sometimes,
just sometimes, your trust in humanity is restored.
While I ventured out through the neighborhood after Sandy had passed through, I could not
help but feel sorry for people who had lost so much and how it could have been so much
worse. Thankfully we have ACSR.
ACSR, what the heck does that have to do with this you may ask.
As you travel around in the older neighborhoods, where telephone poles are still used, you
cannot help but notice how many trees were being held up by the ACSR power lines. In
many cases they prevented these mammoth trees from crushing cars, houses and maybe even
people. They even managed to keep the trees off the roads so emergency responders could get
to people in need. So the next time you ask yourself, why do I need all this steel in my cable or
why do the specifications require so much wasted material, remember Sandy and the tree that
did not come crushing down because it was held up by a piece of ACSR.
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Remember those who were less fortunate!
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Eurolls Tube and Pipe

Eurolls Spa would like to announce that they have
been chosen by TUPER of Brasil, to be TUPER’s
roll tooling vendor for their latest expansion project. Eurolls Spa recently partnered up with TUPER of Brasil, by supplying all of the roll tooling for
TUPER’s new mill installation for the production
of API tubes. This mill was recently installed at
TUPER’s new unit, Óleo e Gás, which held its
“Grand Opening” on September 14th at Sao Bento
do Sul/SC.
This customer, with whom Eurolls Spa has had a
long term relationship, has expressed great appreciation on the timing and quality with which Eurolls
has delivered their roll tooling, and has effectively
awarded Eurolls Spa, a “Preferential Supplier Certificate”.
Eurolls Spa also completed the design, production
and timely supply of roll tooling, for another important customer in Turkey. The value of this order
was for several million dollars.

In addition to this, Eurolls SPA, has also been recently awarded contracts in the United States and Mexico
for the production of roll tooling for API and structural tubing, respectively. Important orders have been
also recently signed with Italian customers who reconfirmed their long term confidence towards Eurolls
products and service. A recent appointment of a new agent in Germany has also resulted in an incredible
increase in sales in this country!
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Vitari Announces the Production of The
New NR-300 Straight & Cut Machine
Vitari is proud to announce the production of their latest in their line of Vitari Automatic Straightening and
Cutting Machines for mild steel wires. The NR-300 produces perfectly straightened bars in the wire range of
3.0– 10.0 mm. Wire feeding and straightening are accomplished through carbide or casted straightening dies
assembled in a spinner (rotating body). The cutting device is operated via a hydraulic clutch / brake unit. This
device can be equipped with either a flying or fixed shear. The option with flying shear allows customers to
obtain a constant and true production output as opposed to a theoretical one, because the wire does not stop
during the cutting operation. Wire overheating and straightened bar torsion are also reduced. The fixed shear
solution with a provides an easier production of bars with lengths as low as 1m. by giving customers a better
tolerance on the bar length. The tolerance on the bar length can vary from +/- 1 to +/- 2 mm depending on
the machines actual feed speed.
The Wire Feed Speed on the NR300 goes up to 180m/min, depending on the wire diameter, the expected
wire quality and the desired bar length. You can expect an output of up to 160 cuts per minute, with a standard measuring device, or up to 380 with a continuous cut. All Vitari Straightening and Cutting machines
can come equipped with an automated cutting bench complete with piece counter , which allows customers to
customize their bar bundles as they desire.

Italy’s Economic Crisis
Italy’s main employers’ association revised downwards its forecasts for the country’s economy on Thursday,
predicting a deeper ongoing recession and the subsequent failure in balancing the budget by 2013. Confindustria expects that the Italian economy, the third largest in the euro zone, will contract 2.4 per cent in 2012,
down from the minus 1.6 per cent figure published in December and double the 1.2 per cent fall predicted by
the government.
The gloomy report also predicts the economy shrinking 0.3 per cent next year, significantly down from the last
forecast for growth of 0.6 per cent. Luca Paolazzi, chief economist, explained that “previous forecasts were
based on the expectation of more contained debt financing costs. As the bond yields have risen again, we had
to revise down our projection.”
“The second quarter showed deterioration in the whole euro region, with Italy being negatively affected by the
earthquakes in the Emilia region. Investments fell and households have changed their spending and saving
behaviors as available income fell,” he added.
In a sign of the growing nervousness surrounding the country’s debt, Italy on Thursday was forced to pay the
highest interest rates since December in a €5.24bn auction of five- and 10-year government bonds. Rome sold
its 10-year debt at an average rate of 6.19 per cent, up from 6.03 per cent at last month’s auction, while the
five-year paper priced at a rate of 5.84 per cent, compared with 5.66 per cent in May.

Our facility in Monterey, Mexico (EUROLLS DE MEXICO) can handle the production of new
TUNGSTEN CARBIDE rollers and can regrind worn rolls that are no longer in tolerance.

Our Mission
Innovative solutions in Stranding and Cabling that can handle the increased productivity requirements, take advantage of the latest technological advances, improve process efficiency, and reduce
downtime.

Technology
Through intelligent design, based on years of experience in the rotating machinery market, we can
supply a comprehensive solution to the complex cabling requirements of today and tomorrow.

Partnership
We consider each and every customer to be a potential lifelong partner. Through this type of partnership, we work together for the benefit of both organizations. We will continue to supply high value
added, high quality products and services and the measure of our success will be…….

Total Customer Satisfaction
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